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About This Game

Experience the everyday duties of a roadside assistance team in this realistic mix of simulation and management game. Direct
your rescue team from your roadside assistance center. Unlock new regions and try to attract as many new customers as possible

through successful and efficient operations. You can also roll up your own sleeves and repair broken down cars in the street.
One by one, you’ll unlock new buildings, vehicles, rescue helicopters and technologies. Are you ready to make the roads safer in

traffic-heavy urban areas and during the harsh winter months? Let’s find out!

Whether it’s an empty battery in the freezing cold, a flat tire in the pouring rain or an overheated radiator in the scorching sun –
your rescue team helps people in need whatever the time, whatever the weather. Put your training to good use to find and fix

problems with cars. Here, service is written with a capital S. An additional check of fluid levels is a given, just like the
complimentary road safety check. This way, every customer can count on receiving the best possible protection for their onward

journey.

Features:

Manage the varied everyday tasks of a roadside assistance center

Unlock new regions and try to attract as many customers as possible through successful operations

Go hands-on in exciting road missions

Find and fix cars’ problems and contribute to general road safety
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All vehicles in the game are based on real-life models

Plan your budget and resources well to ensure sufficient safety, even during the intense winter months

Expand your fleet by unlocking new vehicles, rescue helicopters and technologies

Send your workers on training courses and improve the quality of service

Unlock new regions and rise to the challenges of traffic-heavy urban areas
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Nice game!

Its only annoying that you can't save your progress when you die, but it's not that long game so I don't have anything to
complain.. This game doents make any sense, it just you go to the hardest song in the game, and press the buttons like crazy that
you pass with an ''A'' (tested and proven by me). Besides that its IMPOSSIBLE to lose, now answer me, WHAT THE ♥♥♥♥?.
can anybody help i purchased the spitfire and oban airport yhey say its in my library but its not, tried help but i cant access it
how else can i contact them. This game was a great throwback to classing adventure games and rarely did I feel completely
unable to figure something out. Liked the voice acting and the animation a lot. Had a few adultish jokes in there that I was
happy to see to keep the game from getting too kiddy on me. Ended up a little short but that made for a fun adventure that didn't
overstay it's welcome. If you liked Monkey Island you might like Jolly Rover.. Nice game! I remember reading the creators of
Myst saying they "don't design games, they design worlds" or something along those lines. I wish there were more world-
building in Haven moon. There isn't much to see on this moon besides four kind of Jules-Verney locations. Some of the puzzles
were frustrating and I admit I needed hints, which I usually don't. It felt like I was always getting stuck. That being said, the
overall story was great, the ending had a really nice moral, and once the game got going it flowed smoothly. The graphics and
music are also really good. For an independant creation, I think it's really impressive.. 2 months later Edit: still no fixes to the
game, it's in a bundle now though so more people can buy this broken and terrible game

Edit: the dev responded to my review and actually seems to care (unlike with most games), so my opinions expressed below may
change if they update the game, if so I will re-play the game again and update my review

I'm really not sure what I was expecting from this, a very bad ripoff I guess.
yet I was still let down.
it controls horribly, almost unplayable with a mouse (the only control option on pc)
it has built in advertisements for games on the app store
just terrible, I really hope nobody else buys this. This game is great, i really enjoyed all the campaign and playing with friends. I
think it deservers a lot more of love from the Steam Community. I hate that it has very few reviews, it shouldn't go unnoticed!
The characters are awesome and is full of beatuful jokes!
The art: Flawless.
If you are doubting, don't! It is very much worth the money :). How the heck do I access this? Please reply as soon as someone
reads this.
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It is quite fun to play in this extremely unique world that touts a wonderful storyline as well as a haunting soundtrack...
It was SO good, that I actually teared up at the end! #lmao (don't tell anybody!)

PUZZLES:
Challenging but quite fun and solavable. Some are quite abstract while others are straight forward...Esque.

HINTS:
The in-game hints are beyond helpful when you are stuck (but they get so specific after a few clicks that it kinda ruins the fun,
so click once or twice but then solve it by your damn self! lol)

CONS:
THE DIAAAAAAAAALOOOOOOOGE TAAAAAAAKES FOOOOOREEEEVEEER and you HAVE to sit or 'click' through
it to progress. In my opinion, there is too much dialogue but I clicked through it and, after awhile, it didn't both me at all.

UN-FUN FACT: When you get stuck, hearing the character tell you you are wrong EVERY.SINGLE.TIME. made me rage
once and I had to stop playing for a cool minute.

FUN FACT: The voice of the lead 'Robert' sounds just like Rocco from, 'Rocco's Modern Life'

GREAT POINT & CLICK ADVENTURE PUZZLE GAME!! 4 out of 5 stars!! ^_^ <3. It's no third season of Wakfu, but this
broght a big ol' \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in' smile to my face. The animation leaves something to be desired, but all in all, I
enjoyed the 46 minutes I got.
Also, Ogrest is almost as based as Yugo.. An interesting match-3, with a story line clearly taken from Tolkien's Middle Earth.
All cut scenes are fully voiced.

Game play is pretty standard match-3 fare, with the story of a destroyed Hobbit Village and you need to accumulate various
types of materials to rebuild it.

I enjoyed it and over 7 hours of entertainment is worth the 2.99 USD I paid for it.. I find the gameplay and interface too clunky.
If you are comfortable with the interface of Theatre of War then you will be fine with this game, otherwise just buy
Battlestations: Midway\/Pacific.. Though I only have 2 hours 'playtime',
I have used this software outside of Steam.

This Engine is awesome for beginning developers,
The interface and workflow is enjoyably easy to understand and it has to,
since there is not much information available on the interweb. (yet)
The Engine itself gives you very basic props and textures to start with,
however it's possible to import your own models, textures,... to make things look smoother.

Exporting to eg. Android goes with ease (although you need the Java and Android sdk installed)
and this is the main purpose I use Coppercube.

Do not be deceived by the 'not so cool' looking video above,
the power is within the commands you don't need to program yourself.

Coppercube is a real good tool for beginners aswel for intermediate developers.
If you would like to make Android games or Apps, be sure to have Coppercube Basic on your rack,
if you want to add Ads to your apps you will have to upgrade to the Pro edition to get into the Android Source code.

Do not hestitate to contact me if you would like to have more information!

Have fun!. A love letter to Quake 3 Arena, except you can finally hit an enemy since everything is so clean.
eBall is fairly simple yet overall mechanically solid arena shooter with bright, clear graphics, a nice soundtrack, and
some solid level design. A satisfying game which is pretty fun and addictive, since there's no downtime and you can
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instantly get back in action.

Devs are active on discord so I can only assume they'll keep working on implementing new features and adding new
maps.
If you like simple time-wasting games that'll work in the office as well as at home then you'll have a BALL.. Good
writing, gorgeous art, very mysterious. Interested to see what happens in next chapter!

Warning: you can brick the save (spoilers, axe route) once you get the shears make sure you have the reed before you
start crafting items! I had the shears disappear from my inventory which had me very puzzled until I looked up a
walkthrough that mentioned the shears are needed for the reed.. You guys would be better off just getting the free
mobile version rather than this one.

I recently encountered a bug that completely ruined my game by filling my pack with hats whenever I restart my game,
causing there to be no space ever.
13 was the peak player amount in the last month, I've sent at least 5 tickets to the official support for this game in the
last 2 weeks, and I haven't been responded to at all by the horrible company. You can tell when a game is flushed out
when the singular person checking the tickets can't monitor 13 people playing the game, and just the game having 13
players in general.
Steam has completely denied any refund request I've sent despite me having to deal with something that isn't even
remotely either mine or valve's fault, and upon further research it seems that this game has completely gone out of
development, Kongregate has abandoned this game, which could have had eight times the potential that the games they
are funding now currently has. This could have been a fun game if it wasn't being developed under someone's
basement out of some circuit-board kit 22cans found in their parents retirement home. And thinking back on it now,
the games Kongregate has funded are horrible compared to the possible potential of this game.

In short: No you shouldn't get this game because it's free on mobile, a lot less buggy on there, actual support, a forum
of it's own, a discord server of it's own, microtransactions and watchable adds that you can literally skip and still get
rewards for watching despite not even giving the company money. No matter how you cry to Steam about something
that isn't your fault at all, they will still let you know that just because you didn't get your full satisfaction of a game
you couldn't even complete because of the buggy-ness of the developers programming skills they learned on scratch.io
or something stupid like that, and on top of that you have over 2 hours so hooray you can't get your money back from a
potential scam that is literally the same on mobile except it's better in all ways, including the stuff I listed above. On
top of that it is potentially a better game on Mobile and it's free on there too! And easier! And more fun as well! But
horrible samsung tablets can't run things that take less than a gigabyte somehow like this. Also revising this again, I
realized that wasn't as short as I wanted to be and how short I said it would be.

In short for real: No don't get it, you will never finish it because of bugs and it is NOT worth your 15 dollars you
probably wasted before reading this review.. I enjoy the tracks. Check Youtube to preview them before buying. But
more importantly the DLC doesn't change the main theme while you load the game like Guns, Drums and Steel does
for EU4.
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